Title: Mario Party 5
Characters: Daniel
Matthew
Jeliana
Nate
Karissa
Danny
Delaney
Logan
Claudia
Brendan M.
Richie
Sophie
Alejandro
Michael Jackson
Mario
Luigi
Wario
WaLuigi
Plot: The dream depot is in trouble. All the characters need to stop all the nightmares and get all
the colors which will be written in a different language or in English but the text will be the right
color. After they collect all the colors, they go to Bowser’s castle and they fight Bowser in the
Frightmare.
Setting: The real world, the dream depot, toy dream, sweet dream, undersea dream, rainbow
dream, future dream, and Bowser’s nightmare.

Mario Party 5
June 24, 2005
6:23 am

Daniel woke up after a long night. He got up and rode his bicycle to school to
investigate a green pipe. Daniel said out loud, to himself, “This shouldn’t be too
hard.” One minute later, the pipe rose out of the wood chips, causing
some major gusty winds. He wasn’t able to see anything because the wood chips
were so high. After everything stopped, he said, “I’m waiting.” Five minutes later,
all his friends arrived. Daniel said, “I need your help to defeat Bowser. You need to
come on a voyage and find special colors. Here’s what you need to find. You need
to find special colored items and then fight a boss. After we fight the boss, the sky
will light up and the nightmares will be gone. Daniel and all his friends started
their voyage into the green pipe. After they fell on hard ground, the sky was purple
and the ground was blue. They ran a couple miles away to a depot, which was
really a time space continuum. Matthew, Delaney, and Danny were the first three
people to go into the portal and when they came out, they were under blocks and
toys. They looked at a sign that said the color things they needed to get. They went
into a house a made of dominoes and had to fight the domino king. Delaney was
the only one to accept the challenge because she was so brave. Matthew and Danny
decided that the domino king was too scary and they decided to pass. Delaney felt
nervous that she had to fight him by herself. She beat the boss very quickly. She hit
the dominos on his leg and all the house self-destructed. The dream lit up in the
sky and all the nightmares were gone. When Delaney came out of the house,
everyone applauded her and she felt victorious.
FUTURE DREAM
6:28 PM
Several hours went by for a decision to be made for who would go inside the wiggling portal.
The decision was made at 6:28 pm. The people going in were Jelania, Michael Jackson, and
Claudia. When they entered the portal, there was nothing but a futuristic land. Everything was
made out of solid metal and Michael Jackson sensed that nothing good was coming. They saw a
sign that said:

Color things that you need to find in the FUTURE DREAM:
Verde (green)
Bleu (blue)
Sagol (purple)
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Suddenly, Michael Jackson saw a shooting star and made a wish. His wish was “I wish I could
change into anything.” Then he saw some futuristic guards. They looked like robots and they
were doing a familiar dance, the robot dance. They were guarding the police station. They saw
Michael Jackson, Jelania, and Claudia. They ran away and had to find a dead end to hide. They
saw a sign that said “45145144,” which really meant dead end in English. They got to the dead
end, when Michael Jackson started feeling really sick. All of a sudden he turned into a car! The

robots came looking for them, but all they heard was beeping noises. Jelania and Claudia got
onto the top of the car and it started moving all by itself. It was really Michael Jackson!
They drove around looking for all the color things they needed to find. They needed to find
anything that was verde, bleu, and sagol. They found green jewels, levers and wheels. They
found blue jewels and levers. They also found purple jewels. Once they found everything with
the right colors, they had to fight the boss BROBOT L type. Before they fought BROBOT L
Type, Michael Jackson turned into a giant robot. Jelania and Claudia’s mouths popped open.
They were so surprised! Michael Jackson yelled “NOOOOOOOO” in such a high pitch voice, it
destroyed BROBOT L Type in one shot. The three of them escaped from the portal and Michael
Jackson turned back to normal.

Sweet Dream
12:00 AM (MIDNIGHT)
It took six hours to decide who would go into the portal next. It was a very tough
decision. The group decided to send in Logan, Mario and Luigi. When they went
into the portal, they saw treats and goodies as far as the eye could see. They saw
cake, candy, tootsie rolls, and much, much more. They saw a sign that said:
COLOR THINGS YOU NEED TO FIND IN A SWEET DREAM:

PRETO
LAVAN
KARICHIVYI

After they saw the sign, they had to make their way to Cake Cave. They started
eating their way through the Sweet Dream, until they got into a very dark box,
which looked like a cave. They found Cake Cave! They found black candles,
fondant, and icing. They found white candles and icing. They also found lots of
brown candy, like Hershey’s chocolate bars.

A few hours later they made it into the depths of Toffee Tower. They met Count
Gingerbread Man. He was a mean Count. He saw them eat through Cake Cave and
was mad that they found his secret passage. No one had ever eaten through Cake
Cave before. Count Gingerbread Man was trying to destroy everything in the
Sweet Dream. Logan, Mario and Luigi said “eat him to beat him!” A few hours
later, they finished eating him.
When they exited the portal, it was about 3 in the morning.

Undersea Dream
3:29 am
The people who went into the portal next were Matthew A., Karissa B., and
Rebecca C.H. They entered the portal about three in the morning. When they
entered the portal, they saw that they were underwater. They saw a sign that said
COLOR THINGS THAT YOU NEED TO FIND IN UNDERSEA DREAM:

CIANO
BLUE
DUNKELBLAU
Matthew, Karissa and Rebecca had to use snorkels to breath underwater. It was
easy for them to breathe. They swam around for a few hours until they found stuff
on the undersea floor. They found cyan shells, clams, and snorkels. They found
blue fins and fossils and dark blue ice.
Next, they went into an undersea castle where Brucie, the No-Good Great White
Jaws lived. It was a very tough battle so it took a few hours to complete. It was a
tough battle because he was a very feisty shark. He was fast and flapped around a
lot. He also tried to bite them. Finally they defeated him. They decontaminated
Brucie’s skin and left his bones to turn into a complete fossil.
When they came out of the portal, they were very wet and damp because they had
been underwater for so long. They were all pruney, but luckily they didn’t turn into
dried fruit!

RAINBOW DREAM
6:51 am
Wario, Yoshi, and WaLuigi were next to go into the portal. When they exited the
portal, they found a four-landed area of colors. They saw a sign that said:
COLOR THINGS THAT YOU NEED TO FIND IN RAINBOW DREAM:

ROOD
ORENJI
GUL
PRASEENO
AZUL
MORADO
Six hours later, they found all the color things in the local area.
They fought the Dead Eye Rainbow. The Dead Eye Rainbow was a no good doer.
He was the president of the Rainbow Dream World and whatever he said,
WaLuigi, Wario, and Yoshi had to do. He told them to take their clothes off. Yoshi
was a dinosaur so he didn’t have any clothes. They were very upset that they had to
surrender their clothes (except for their undies). They had to dance to destroy him.
Several hours of dancing later, Yoshi was doing his moonwalk king of pop dance,
when Dead Eye Rainbow turned into powder.
When they exited the portal, they were completely exhausted. They were almost
completely naked, except for their undies. Everyone saw them come out and
Daniel said “What the…?! You’re NUDE!!!”

